Soccer Book List

1. **Brilliant Orange** - The Neurotic Genius of Dutch soccer
2. **Ajax Barcelona Cruyff** - The ABC of an Obstinate Maestro
3. **Team Building** - The Road to Success
4. **The Coaching Philosophies of Louis van Gaal and the Ajax Coaches**
5. **Coaching Soccer** - The Official Coaching Book of the Dutch Soccer Association
6. **Match Analysis and Game Preparation – Henny Kormelink**
7. **Playing Better Soccer is More Fun – Larry Paul**
8. **Ajax, The Dutch and The War - Simon Kuper**
10. **Guus Hiddink - Going Dutch**
11. **Mourinho: Anatomy of a Winner** .................
12. **Mourinho: Autobiography – Made in Portugal**
13. **All the way José: The Inside Story of Chelsea**
14. **The Professor -- Arsene Wenger**
15. **Wenger – Interviews and Quotations**
16. **Wenger – Making of a Legend**
17. **Glorious Game – Arsene Wenger – Extra Time**
18. **Arsene Wenger – the Biography**
19. **Liverpool – The Miracle of Istanbul**
20. **Passing Rhythms – Liverpool Football Club**
21. **Shankly – Much More Important Than That**
22. **Shankly – the Man, Genius, Legend**
23. **Shankly – Autobiography**
24. **The Real Bill Shankly**
25. **Essential Shankly**
26. **Bob Paisley – Manager of the Millennium**
27. **The Kop**
28. **Ghost on the Wall – Roy Evans**
29. **The Boot Room Boys**
30. **Gerard Houllier - Autobiography**
31. **Rafa Benitez – The Authorized Biography by Paco Lloret**
32. **King Kenny: An Autobiography by Kenny Dalglish**
33. **A Matter of Opinion – Alan Hansen**
34. **John Barnes: The Autobiography**
35. **How to Coach a Soccer Team – Tony Carr , West Ham United**
36. **How to Coach Young Players – Tony Carr**
37. **Alex Ferguson – Autobiography – Managing My Life**
38. **Sir Alex: The Story of 21 Remarkable Years at Old Trafford**
39. **Bobby Robson – Farewell, But Not Goodbye – My Autobiography**
40. Roy Keane – Autobiography
41. Ronaldo – The Journey of a Genius
42. Blessed – George Best
43. Scoring at Half Time – George Best
44. Flat Back Four – Andy Gray
45. Gray Matters – Andy Gray
46. White Angels – Real Madrid
47. Barca – the people’s passion
48. Forza Italia
49. The Italian Job – Gianlucca Vialli
50. French Football - Le foot
51. Football in France: A Cultural History
52. How To Score – science and the beautiful game
53. Soccer: Secrets to Success – Lauriano Ruiz
54. On Soccer – Sven-Goren Eriksson
55. Focused for Soccer – Bill Beswick
56. Around the World in 90 Minutes
57. Soccer Against the Enemy – Simon Kuper
58. How Soccer Explains the World
59. Behind The Curtain: Travels in Eastern European football
60. Those Feet: A Sensual History of English Football
61. Fields of Glory, Paths of Gold: The History of European Football
62. How To Succeed in the Game of Life: 34 Interviews w World’s Greatest Coaches
63. This Voice in My Heart – A Genocide Survivor’s Story – Gilbert Tuhabonye
64. Coaching Soccer Champions – Terry Michler
65. Full Season Training Program – CBC High School – Terry Michler
66. Dutch Total Football (spring ’08) - Terry Michler